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Want to find the perfect supplements for you? Take the Quiz
























Give 20%, Get $20


Save 20%
 | 
Free Shipping & Returns
 | 
"No Return Necessary" Money-Back Guarantee



Save 20%
 | 
Free Shipping
 | 

100% Money-Back Guarantee
"No Return Necessary" Money-Back Guarantee
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Workout Supplements
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Lose Weight 

	


Recover Faster 

	


Build Muscle 
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Save 20%



Whey+


Protein Powder





10,850 Reviews



 




$59.99
$47.99
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Whey+












Save 20%



Pulse


Pre-Workout





20,967 Reviews



 




$44.99
$35.99
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Pulse





Save 20%



Pulse Stim-Free


Caffeine-Free Pre-Workout





20,967 Reviews



 




$44.99
$35.99
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Pulse Stim-Free





Save 20%



Recharge


Post-Workout





6,561 Reviews



 




$59.99
$47.99
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Recharge





Popular



Triumph for Men


Sport Multivitamin





3,590 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Triumph for Men








Triumph for Women


Sport Multivitamin





3,590 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Triumph for Women





Popular



Phoenix Stim-Free


Fat Burner





3,001 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Phoenix Stim-Free





Popular



Phoenix


Fat Burner





3,001 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Phoenix





Save 20%



Plant+


Plant Protein Powder





1,243 Reviews



 




$49.99
$39.99
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Plant+





Save 30%



Genesis


Greens Supplement





1,268 Reviews



 




$59.99
$41.99
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Genesis





Popular



Triton


Fish Oil





1,243 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Triton





New Formula



Forge


Pre-Workout Fat Burner





1,096 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Forge





Popular



Casein+


Casein Protein Powder





1,844 Reviews



 




$59.99
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Casein+





Back In Stock



Sucrosomial® Magnesium


Essential Mineral Supplement





289 Reviews



 




$29.99
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Sucrosomial® Magnesium





Popular



Fortify


Joint Support





1,232 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Fortify





New Product



Protein Bars


Box (12 Bars)





899 Reviews



 




$39.99
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Protein Bars








Biome


Probiotic





275 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Biome








Vitamin D+K


Essential Vitamins Supplement





195 Reviews



 




$39.99
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Vitamin D+K





New Product



Pump Surge


Pump Supplement





38 Reviews



 




$39.99
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Pump Surge








Performance Surge


Performance Supplement





257 Reviews



 




$34.99
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Performance Surge








Energy Surge


Energy Supplement





180 Reviews



 




$39.99
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Energy Surge





Popular



Ascend


Nootropic





575 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Ascend








Vitality


Vitality Support





203 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Vitality





New Product



Vitamin B Complex


Essential B Vitamins Supplement





45 Reviews



 




$29.99
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Vitamin B Complex





Popular



Balance


Gut Health Supplement





283 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Balance





Back In Stock



Lunar


Sleep Aid





607 Reviews



 




$39.99
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Lunar








Immune


Immune Support





287 Reviews



 




$49.99
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Immune








Protein Cookies


Box (12 cookies)





240 Reviews



 




$39.99
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Protein Cookies





New Product



Liposomal Vitamin C


Essential Vitamin Supplement





0 Reviews



 




$29.99
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Liposomal Vitamin C
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Take the Quiz
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Supplement Stacks

Save up to 30% on bundles of our most popular all-natural sports supplements for losing fat, building muscle, and getting healthy. Not sure which are right for you? Take our quiz and find out.






Save 20% 



Save 20% 

The 30-Day Men's Transformation Stack 




193 Reviews



 




$294.94
$235.99







Save 20% 



Save 20% 

The 30-Day Women's Transformation Stack 




96 Reviews



 




$294.94
$235.99





 









Save 10% 


The Muscle Growth Stack





477 Reviews



 



$144.97
$129.99
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The Muscle Growth Stack








Save 10% 


The Fat Loss Stack





634 Reviews



 



$144.97
$129.99
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The Fat Loss Stack





Save 10% 


The Pre-Workout Energy Stack





133 Reviews



 



$84.98
$76.49
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The Pre-Workout Energy Stack





Save 10% 


The Pre-Workout Performance Stack





153 Reviews



 



$84.98
$76.49
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The Pre-Workout Performance Stack





Save 10% 


The Pre-Workout Energy & Performance Stack





112 Reviews



 



$124.97
$111.99
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The Pre-Workout Energy & Performance Stack





Save 10% 


The Rapid Recovery Stack





68 Reviews



 



$209.96
$188.99
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The Rapid Recovery Stack





Save 10% 


The Optimal Performance Stack





89 Reviews



 



$159.97
$143.99
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The Optimal Performance Stack
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Take the Quiz
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Take the Quiz











Coaching




Save 50% 


Online Coaching





3,056 Success Stories



 





 









Meal Plans for Cutting & Bulking




Save 25% 


Men's Flexible Dieting Cutting Meal Plans








101 Reviews



 



$49.99
$37.49




Save 25% 


Women's Flexible Dieting Cutting Meal Plans








91 Reviews



 



$49.99
$37.49







Custom Meal Plan








92 Reviews



 



$99.99




New Product 


Men's Restaurant Cutting Meal Plans








28 Reviews



 



$49.99







Men's Vegetarian Cutting Meal Plans








23 Reviews



 



$49.99







Men's Vegan Cutting Meal Plans








25 Reviews



 



$49.99







Men's Flexible Dieting Bulking Meal Plans








50 Reviews



 



$49.99







Women's Vegetarian Cutting Meal Plans








28 Reviews



 



$49.99




New Product 


Women's Restaurant Cutting Meal Plans








32 Reviews



 



$49.99







Women's Vegan Cutting Meal Plans








28 Reviews



 



$49.99







Women's Flexible Dieting Bulking Meal Plans








35 Reviews



 



$49.99
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Books

These award-winning fitness books for men and women have sold nearly two million copies and helped tens of thousands of people build their best body ever. Will you be next?







Bigger Leaner Stronger








15,269 Reviews



 



$9.99







Thinner Leaner Stronger








7,869 Reviews



 



$9.99







The Shredded Chef








4,875 Reviews



 



$9.99







Beyond Bigger Leaner Stronger








1,591 Reviews



 



$9.99







The Beyond Bigger Leaner Stronger Challenge








134 Reviews



 



$9.99







The Year One Challenge for Men








1,660 Reviews



 



$9.99







The Year One Challenge for Women








2,367 Reviews



 



$9.99







The Little Black Book of Workout Motivation








1,749 Reviews



 



$9.99







Fitness Science Explained








292 Reviews



 



$9.99







Muscle for Life








519 Reviews



 



$14.99







Cardio Sucks








1,411 Reviews



 



$2.99







Awakening Your Inner Genius








562 Reviews



 



$4.99







The Know Your Bill of Rights Book








8,338 Reviews



 



$4.99
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Take the Quiz















Merchandise

Look stylish while you sweat with our comfortable and form-fitting apparel and upgrade your regimen with our blender bottle and other accessories.







Premium Men's Apparel






Center Logo Tee








123 Reviews



 



$24.99







Shoulder Logo Tee








74 Reviews



 



$24.99
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Premium Women's Apparel






Women's Performance Racerback








32 Reviews



 



$39.99



 







Accessories






Logo Snapback Hat








5 Reviews



 



$29.99







Blender Bottle








184 Reviews



 



$8.99







Legion Gift Card








0 Reviews



 



$
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Frequently Asked Questions


What workout
supplements should I take?

No supplements are necessary for reaching your
health and fitness goals, but there are some that can speed up the process.

To get specific advice about
what supplements
are right for your budget, circumstances, and goals, take
the Legion Supplement Finder Quiz here.






Do muscle
building supplements really work?

No amount of pills and powders will add 20
pounds of muscle to your frame overnight, but there are some that can speed up
the process.

If you'd like specific advice about exactly what
supplements to take to reach your fitness goals, take
the Legion Supplement Finder Quiz.






What are
workout supplements?

Workout supplements are dietary products that
contain ingredients designed to help you build muscle and lose fat faster,
boost workout performance and post-workout recovery, and improve your general
health and well-being.






View All FAQs




 
 






Our "No Return Necessary"
Money-Back Guarantee

If you don’t like something of ours, guess what happens next?

No, we don’t request you deliver it to a PO box in the Gobi Desert by carrier pigeon. Nor do we ask you to fill a cursed inkwell with orc’s blood and demon saliva and then use it to complete reams of return forms written in ancient Cyrillic script.

We just . . . wait for it . . . give you your money back. Holy moo cows. And that means you can say "yes" now and decide later.

Sounds Good




Free Worldwide Shipping & Returns

Many companies use shipping and handling fees to increase their profit margins, but here at Legion, we hate profits, so our shipping is free!

Okay, so we do dig on profits, but we also go in for happy customers, and free shipping works like gangbusters. So, if you live in the United States, your order ships free regardless of order size, if you live in the UK or Canada, your order ships free when it’s over $99, and if you live elsewhere, your order ships free when it’s over $199.

Also, if you don’t absolutely love our stuff for whatever reason, we don’t request you deliver it to a PO box in the Gobi Desert by carrier pigeon.

We just . . . wait for it . . . give you your money back. No returns. No forms. No nonsense. Holy moo cows.

That means you can say “yes” now and decide later. You really have nothing to lose.

Sounds Good




Free Worldwide Shipping & Returns

Many companies use shipping and handling fees to increase their profit margins, but here at Legion, we hate profits, so our shipping is free!

Okay, so we do dig on profits, but we also go in for happy customers, and free shipping works like gangbusters. So, if you live in the UK or Canada, your order ships free when it’s over $99.

Why the restriction on international orders? Unfortunately, shipping abroad is very expensive, and if we didn’t require a minimum order size, we’d lose a lot of money. But! We're also hustling to improve our international logistics and will be passing our savings along to our international customers.

Also, if you don’t absolutely love our stuff for whatever reason, we don’t request you deliver it to a PO box in the Gobi Desert by carrier pigeon.

We just . . . wait for it . . . give you your money back. No returns. No forms. No nonsense. Holy moo cows.

That means you can say “yes” now and decide later. You really have nothing to lose.

Sounds Good




Free Worldwide Shipping & Returns

Many companies use shipping and handling fees to increase their profit margins, but here at Legion, we hate profits, so our shipping is free!

Okay, so we do dig on profits, but we also go in for happy customers, and free shipping works like gangbusters. So, if you’re outside the USA, your order ships free when it’s over $199.

Why the restriction on international orders? Unfortunately, shipping abroad is very expensive, and if we didn’t require a minimum order size, we’d lose a lot of money. But! We're also hustling to improve our international logistics and will be passing our savings along to our international customers.

Also, if you don’t absolutely love our stuff for whatever reason, we don’t request you deliver it to a PO box in the Gobi Desert by carrier pigeon.

We just . . . wait for it . . . give you your money back. No returns. No forms. No nonsense. Holy moo cows.

That means you can say “yes” now and decide later. You really have nothing to lose.

Sounds Good




Clinically Effective Ingredients & Doses

Many ingredients in supplements don’t have any scientifically validated benefits, and many ingredients that do are often underdosed to the point of irrelevance.

That’s why we only use the choice ingredients and precise doses shown to be effective in peer-reviewed scientific studies.

Sounds Good




Clinically Effective Doses

You need more than great ingredients to make great products—you also need proper doses. That’s why we use the precise doses of ingredients shown to be effective in peer-reviewed scientific studies.

Sounds Good




Natural Ingredients

“Natural” doesn’t always mean “better,” but in many cases, natural ingredients are superior to artificial ones for various reasons, including purity, safety, and efficacy.

That’s why all of our ingredients in all of our products come from plant and animal sources, including sweeteners, colors, and flavors.

Sounds Good



Made in USA with Globally Sourced Ingredients

If you want to ensure the supplements you’re swallowing every day are safe and effective, you want products produced in the USA. 

That’s why all of our supplements are made in America in NSF-certified and FDA-inspected facilities that operate in accordance with the Current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP) regulations.

Sounds Good



Lab Tested

Did you know that supplements can contain dangerously high levels of toxins like lead, arsenic, and cadmium?

That’s why we test every ingredient of every supplement we produce for heavy metals, microbes, allergens, and other contaminants and ensure they meet the strict purity standards set by the FDA.

Sounds Good



Naturally Sweetened & Flavored

While artificial sweeteners may not be as dangerous as some people claim, studies suggest that regular consumption of these chemicals may indeed be harmful to our health.

That’s why all of our supplements are naturally sweetened and flavored and contain no artificial food dyes, fillers, or other unnecessary junk.

Sounds Good



Science-Backed Ingredients

Many ingredients in supplements don’t have any scientifically validated benefits. That’s why we only use choice ingredients shown to be effective in peer-reviewed scientific studies.

Sounds Good



No Chemical Junk

“Natural” doesn’t always mean “better,” but in many cases, natural ingredients are superior to artificial ones for various reasons, including purity, safety, and efficacy.

That’s why all of our ingredients in all of our products come from plant and animal sources, including sweeteners, colors, and flavors.

Sounds Good
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Wait!
Want to save 50% on your order of Legion supplements?

Use code NASM25 at checkout!

Buy one supplement, get one 50% off when you use code LEGION10 at checkout.


Shop Now

No thanks, I don't want to save on my order.
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We Missed You!

Enjoy 20% off your next order with code COMEBACK20.


Shop Now

No thanks, I don't want to save on my order.
































































The way forward.









Buy now, pay later.





Split your entire online purchase into 4 interest-free payments, over 6 weeks with no impact to your credit.
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25%
today

25%
2 weeks

25%
4 weeks

25%
6 weeks







Here's how to Sezzle
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Shop

Shop and add items to your cart as normal!
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Checkout

Choose Sezzle at Checkout! You’ll be redirected to Sezzle to Sign Up or Log In
to complete your order.
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Sezzle it

Your order will be shipped out right away* and your payments will be split up
over 6 weeks.



*shipping times subject to merchant shipping policy



Download the App



Shop directory. Reschedule payments. Plus more!
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Sounds Good




Waiver and Release of Liability

In consideration of the services and/or products offered by Legion Athletics, Inc. (“Legion”) including, but not limited to, nutrition plans, exercise routines and coaching, and in addition to the payment of any fee or charge:

I knowingly and voluntarily enter into this waiver and release of liability and hereby waive any and all rights, claims or causes of action of any kind whatsoever arising out of my use of Legion’s services and/or products, and I hereby release and hold harmless Legion and its consultants, officers, contractors, agents, owners and employees from any and all responsibility, liability, cost and expenses, including for injuries, damages or disorders (physical, metabolic, or otherwise), resulting from my use of Legion’s services and/or products.

I understand that fitness activities including, but not limited to, strength, flexibility, and cardiovascular exercise, with or without the use of equipment, are potentially hazardous activities that involve a risk of injury and even death, and I am voluntarily participating in these activities and using equipment and machinery with knowledge of the risks involved. I hereby agree to assume and accept any and all risks of injury or death related to said fitness activities.

I understand Legion’s services and products are not meant to treat or manage any health conditions or circumstances, and I acknowledge that Legion has recommended I obtain a healthcare provider’s approval for my use of Legion’s services and/or products, through regular physical examination(s) and/or consultation. I acknowledge that I have obtained my healthcare provider’s approval or have decided to use Legion’s services and/or products without such approval and hereby assume all responsibility for my use of said services and/or products. 

I understand that results from using Legion’s products and/or services are not guaranteed, and I agree to not hold Legion liable for any outcomes or lack thereof.

Sounds Good




OUT OF STOCK



Enter your email address below and we'll let you know when this item returns.

















Great! You're subscribed!

Sounds good!



Looks like you're already subscribed!

Sounds good!







Security Check

Please click the checkbox below. We apologize for the inconvenience.







This is the content

Sounds Good




Some popular pre-workouts are all-natural. Some contain the right mix of high-quality ingredients. Some provide clinically effective doses. But only Pulse checks each of these boxes.

Sounds Good




Pulse doesn’t just “contain natural ingredients''—every ingredient is naturally sourced from plants and animals. Pulse contains no artificial or synthetic substances of any kind.

Sounds Good




Every serving of Pulse contains 15.1 grams of active ingredients that have been shown to be safe and effective in peer-reviewed scientific research.

Sounds Good




Every active ingredient in Pulse is backed by published scientific studies that show benefits in healthy humans.

Sounds Good




Pulse contains no harsh stimulants that wind you up and burn you out. Instead, it contains a 1:1 ratio of caffeine and L-theanine, which produces a smooth energy rush and comfortable comedown.

Sounds Good




We carefully examined 508 pages of scientific research to find out exactly what should and shouldn’t be in a pre-workout supplement.

Sounds Good




Every bottle of Pulse is guaranteed to provide exactly what the label claims and nothing else—no heavy metals, microbes, allergens, or other contaminants.

Sounds Good




While these types of chemicals may not be as dangerous as some people claim, studies suggest that regular consumption of them may indeed be harmful to our health. And that’s why we don’t put any of them into our products.

Sounds Good




Before you buy a sports supplement, you should know that it's clean, safe, and transparent. And that's exactly what Labdoor's third-party testing and certification means.

Sounds Good




It's hard to know for sure, but this probably makes Pulse the most-popular all-natural pre-workout supplement in the world.

Sounds Good





If you don’t absolutely love this product, just let us know, and we’ll give you a full refund on the spot. No forms or return necessary.

Sounds Good



Back







Analyzed for purity and potency in a state-of-the-art ISO 17025 accredited lab by Labdoor™, the gold standard of third-party lab testing.

Sounds Good





Analyzed for purity and potency in a state-of-the-art ISO 17025 accredited lab, the gold standard of third-party lab testing.

Sounds Good





This product doesn’t just “contain natural ingredients”—every ingredient is naturally sourced from plants and animals. This product contains no artificial or synthetic sweeteners or flavors of any kind.

Sounds Good
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Fact Checked

Our scientific review board of nutritionists, dietitians, molecular biologists, doctors, and other accredited experts is responsible for reviewing every article, podcast, and video we produce to ensure they’re evidence based, accurate, trustworthy, and current.

Thanks to their connections, credentials, and academic experience, this team of MDs, PhDs, and other professionals has access to a wealth of research published in the largest and most prestigious journals in the world.

This allows them to not only review individual studies but also analyze the overall weight of the evidence on any and all topics related to diet, exercise, supplementation, and more.

If you feel that any of our content is inaccurate, misleading, out-of-date, or anything less than factual, please let us know in the comments section of the article in question.

Sounds Good




Evidence Based

We follow a detailed, rigorous, multi-step process to create content that meets the highest standards of clarity, practicality, and scientific integrity.

First, our research associates provide our editorial team with accurate, up-to-date, proven scientific evidence.

Then, our editorial team uses this research to draft articles and outlines for podcasts and videos.

Finally, our scientific review board reviews the content to ensure all key information and claims are backed by high-quality scientific research and explained simply and precisely.

If you feel that any of our content is inaccurate, misleading, out-of-date, or anything less than factual, please let us know in the comments section of the article in question.

Sounds Good
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